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Abstract: Regenerative braking is presented in many electric traction applications such as electric and hybrid vehicles, lifts and
railway. The regenerated energy can be stored for future use, increasing the efficiency of the system. This paper outlines the benefits
of the MMC (modular multilevel converter) in front of the cascaded or series connection of converters to achieve high voltage from
low voltage storage elements such as supercapacitors. The paper compares three different solutions and shows that the MMC can
benefit from weight and volume reduction of the output inductance when shifted switching modulation strategy is used. Using this
modulation strategy, not only the output frequency is increased, but also the magnitude of the inductor applied voltage is reduced,
reducing inductor size and volume.
Key words: Multilevel converters, power converters for EV, power converters for HEV, supercapacitors.

1. Introduction
The main advantage of using electric traction is that
the motor that uses the energy is reversible. The
braking energy can be stored for future use, instead of
being dissipated in heat as in traditional mechanical
braking systems. Regenerative braking is presented in
many applications, such as battery or hybrid power cars
and bikes [1], railway [2], lifts [3, 4] and many others.
Batteries are mainly used in mobile applications as
energy storage devices instead of flywheels and
superconductive magnetic storage systems because
there are no moving components [5], whilst for high
energy dynamics (or high power), as in regenerative
braking applications, SC (supercapacitors) are
preferred to batteries because of their higher power
density and reliability [5, 6].
In battery powered applications, hybridization with
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supercapacitors is a choice in order to not degrade
battery life and increase energy efficiency [7, 8].
Supercapacitors provide instant power while batteries
provide
constant
energy.
However,
direct
parallelization of supercapacitor and batteries has
many drawbacks. To start with, there is no control on
where the energy is being drawn as it depends on the
resistance of the cables connecting one storage system
to the other and to the regenerative power system. Also,
as the batteries have a constant voltage, the
supercapacitors will be kept at the same voltage level
and, thus, without being able to store neither use the
energy stored they have. To achieve higher energy
management capabilities, a converter must be
interfaced between supercapacitors and batteries in
order to control the energy flux [9].
The regenerative system would be connected on the
DC bus side before the inverter that drives the electric
motor and would store the energy while maintaining
the DC voltage constant.
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In regenerative braking applications, the connection
of SC to the DC bus has to be studied and several
possibilities can be taken into consideration.
SC are low voltage devices. To achieve the high
voltages needed in traction applications, a large
number of elements must be connected in series as
depicted in Fig. 1. Moreover, with the direct series
connection of SC cells depicted in Fig. 1, constant

Fig. 1 Direct connection of supercapacitors to the high
voltage DC link.

voltage at input stage of traction inverter is not
achieved, and there is no capability of energy
management in SC. Direct series connection of SC of
different capacitance value can lead to voltage
unbalances between cells because of the common
series current. These voltage unbalances can produce
overvoltage and destruction of cells. Passive and
active, power electronics based, devices have been
proposed in the literature to balance these voltages

Fig. 2 Use of a boost converter to interface supercapacitors
and the high voltage DC link.

[10-13].
To reduce the number of serialized elements and to
increase energy management capabilities, a two
quadrant, bidirectional in current, converter can be
placed between the traction converter and the SC as
depicted in Fig. 2. By using this topology, less number
of series connected SC is needed, there is control on the
charge and discharge of the SC and the voltage at the
DC bus can be kept constant [9].
However, this converter needs a big inductor in
order to reduce current ripple at the SC side.
Higher efficiency can be obtained using an
interleaved converter topology as depicted in Fig. 3 [14,
15]. This solution is widely implemented for low
voltage high-current applications, but for traction
applications, where high voltages are needed, cascaded
DC/DC converters can be used [6, 16, 17].
This paper presents the comparison and design of a
MMC (multilevel modular converter) for regenerative
applications using supercapacitors. The proposed
converter is compared in terms of inductor weight and
size with two cascaded converters. Using MMC with
shifted switching strategy significantly reduces
inductor size and weight.

Fig. 3 Use of interleaved boost to interface SC and the high
voltage DC link.

2. Cascaded and MMC Converters
Cascaded DC/DC converters split the power source
in small parts, allowing multiple low voltage inputs and
giving high voltage output. The energy management
can be improved, because it can be independent for
each energy source [7]. Cascaded buck and cascaded
boost connection are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively, for the connection of three cells.
2.1 Cascaded Buck Converter (CBk)
In the cascaded buck the SC are placed on the high
voltage side (U11, U12 and U13), while the SC bus is on
the low side U2. The operation of this converter is the
same as for one of each cells that it holds, a half bridge
buck converter, in which its output is controlled by the
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this topology are the modularity and the high voltage
achieved.
2.2 Cascaded Boost Converter (CBt)
In the cascaded boost, the SC are placed on the low
voltage side (U21, U22 and U23), whilst the DC bus is on
the high side U1. Each cell of this converter is a half
bridge boost converter that varies its output voltage
depending on the duty cycle applied to its transistors.
The whole converter output voltage is the sum of each
cell output voltage.
To achieve the same DC voltage and power, in this
converter double current is needed in contrast to CBk,
and half the voltage in the SC. However, if it is
compared to a one cell equivalent converter, as done
Fig. 4

3-cell cascaded buck.

with CBk, the total inductance will be the same, and the
benefits of multiple cascaded cells are the same as
before.
2.3 MMC (Multilevel Modular Converter)
The multilevel buck converter is the series
connection of half bridge cells as depicted in Fig. 6.
The SC are connected on the high voltage side (U11,
U12 and U13) while the DC bus is on the low voltage
side U2. The output voltage can be synthesized as the
addition of the output voltage of each cell, but in this
case a modulation strategy can be used in order to
increase the output frequency.

Fig. 5

3-cell cascaded boost.

duty cycles imposed. The whole converter output is the
sum of every cell output voltages, allowing several
redundancies that make this topology reliable and
robust. However, if it is compared to a one cell
converter of the same power, it can be seen that even if
the inductance has been split in several inductances, the
total weight and volume is the same if the switching
frequency and ripple are equal. Thus, the benefits of

Using shifted switching modulation strategy [18],
the frequency of the voltage applied to the inductor is
multiplied by the number of series connected
converters, reducing inductors’ size.
Every triangular carrier of each one of the
comparators is delayed 360º/N respect the cell before,
where N is the number of cells. Thus, at the output of
the converter it can be seen a frequency of N × Fs ( is
the switching frequency). Its behaviour can be seen in
Fig. 7.
The output inductance can be computed as:
1
∆

1
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As
A seen in theese equationss and in Fig. 7, increasingg
the number of seeries connectted converters reduces thee
volttage across thhe inductor annd increases the
t frequencyy,
for a fixed switcching frequenncy and inductor ripple.
That
T
reduces the needed iinductor valu
ue for a fixedd
indu
uctor current ripple.
2.4 Converter Innput Current F
Filter

Fig. 6

3-celll multilevel bucck.

Fig. 7 Voltaages, currents and switching signals for a three
t
cells converteer.

where, D

0.5 iss the equivaalent duty cycle
c

where the maximum ripple occuurs, ∆
.
outputinducttor ripple annd

is the
and

are deefined as:
1

1
1

2
3

is the one converter
c
inpuut voltage annd D
is the duty cycle.

The
T
cascadeed buck annd the multtilevel buckk
topo
ologies preseented in this paper have the
t drawbackk
thatt the input cuurrent, i.e. thhe SC currentt, has a highh
freq
quency harmoonic content ddue to switch
hing.
SC
S degrade its capacity perrformance fo
or frequenciess
abo
ove 100 Hz, where
w
the cappacity value is near zero,,
and
d behaves as a resistor, producing only loses,,
redu
ucing its lifeetime [9]. To reduce theese harmonicc
currrents, an innput LC (sseries inductor, parallell
capacitor) filter must be addded as depicteed in Fig. 8..
Thiis LC filter redduced voltagee and current ripple in SC,,
but increased thhe magnetic eelements of the
t topology,,
incrreasing weighht and size [19].
The
T size of thee capacitor annd the inducto
or of the filterr
hav
ve to be choosen in depeendence to th
he switchingg
freq
quency. A cuut-off frequenncy five timess smaller is a
goo
od start. In Fig.
F
9 the ppairs LC for a switchingg
freq
quency of 200 kHz can bbe seen. Thee smaller thee
freq
quency, the bigger the valuue of both eleements is.
Itt has to be nooticed that thee filter capaciitor will havee
to support
s
the current
c
ripple, so the limittation of thiss
filteer may be thiss element, butt in order to seet a referencee
valu
ue, a inductannce of 1% thhe value of th
he equivalentt
onee cell converter will be chosen, and thee capacitor too
obtaain a cut-off frequency
f
below Fs/5.

3. Topology
T
C
Comparison
n
To
T determine the proper nuumber of seriies connectedd
cellls, the total magnetic
m
enerrgy needed in
n the inductorr
for the three topoologies can bbe compared.
The
T
three topologies
t
aare compareed assumingg
con
nstant inductoor current rippple, constan
nt frequency,,
and
d supposing a filter inductoor value of 1% of the onee
celll output inducctor.
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For
F the cascaaded boost cconverter (CB
Bt) the totall
indu
uctance can be
b computed as:
(8))
1
(9))
Because
B
the vvoltage is thee half of the buck
b
derivedd
topo
ologies but thhe current is doubled, and there is noo
filteer needed for the SC. (
Fig. 8 LC in
nput current filter
f
to reducee current harm
monic
content in sup
percapacitors.

′

2

′

but now

DC bus that wass
in the C
CBk and
2 .)
For
F the multtilevel buck,, the inductaance can bee
com
mputed as:

0.01

L and
d C pairs in fun
nction of the cut-off frequency.

is thee

′

0.01

Fig. 9

′

(10))
(11))

Here,
H
the redduction is hhigher as in
ncreasing thee
num
mber of seriees connectedd converters, because thee
redu
uction is duue to lower voltage, but also higherr
freq
quency. Fig. 10 shows tthe total indu
uctance as a
function of the number
n
of serries connected
d converters.
As
A it can bee seen, the total inductaance for thee

The basee value for the compariison is the total
t
magnetic ennergy stored for
f the equivvalent half brridge
converter (HB),
(
wheree the inducctance valuee is
calculated byy:

casccaded buck converters
c
inncreases as th
he number off

(4)

and
d its value is the
t same as foor the HB forr one channell

Δ

filteer inductancee is increasedd. On the oth
her hand, thee
totaal inductance of the cascadded boost rem
mains constantt
because there is no need of innput filter ind
ductance, andd

And the tootal energy sttored by:
(5)
Supposingg that the switching
s
freequency and the
output currrent are maaintained connstant, the total
t
inductance for
f the cascadded buck connverter (CBk)) can
be computedd as the additiion of the outpput inductancce of
each convertter and the indductance of each
e
input filteer as
shown whenn
2
0.5 .
0.01

seriies connectedd converters iincrease becaause the inputt

(6)

(7)
1 0.01
Each cell inductor is reeduced 1/N, but
b because there
t
are N series connected coonverters, thee total inductaance
is the samee, plus the filter
fi
inductannce. The neeeded
inductance is
i only divideed in small paarts.

the voltage across the inducttors is the hallf. It must bee
d that for thhe boost topoology, the cu
urrent in thee
said
indu
uctor will be
b higher thaan for the buck
b
derivedd
topo
ologies, thus, considerinng constant power thee
amo
ount of coppper will be bbigger but th
he amount off
ferrrite will be sm
maller. In averrage, the masss and volumee
willl be approxximately thee same as in the HB
B
indu
uctance.
As
A it can be seen in Fig. 10, the miniimum for thee
totaal inductancee is achievedd by the mu
ultilevel buckk
topo
ology for a siix cell converrter.

4. Verification
V
n
In
n order to shhow the impoortant differen
nces betweenn
the size and voluume of one innductor in thee case of onee
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Table 1 Comparison between inductors.
Model
RM10
E55

N (turns)

(mm3)

(g)

(g)

8

4,247

17

3.72

58

81,670

216

60.15

5. Conclusions
This paper shows that multilevel converters can be
used in mobile DC/DC applications not only to
increase the efficiency of the power electronics system
itself, but to reduce the weigh and volume of the system.
Fig. 10 Magnetic energy as a function of series connected
cells for the three proposed topologies.

The paper presents and compares three topologies in

cell converter and the inductor needed for a six cell
multilevel buck converter, both inductances have been
sized and calculated for a converter working between
97.2 V and
42 V with a nominal current
of
5 A.
For the one cell, half bridge converter (HB) the
inductance value can be computed assuming a ripple of
the 15% of the nominal current and a switching
frequency of 20 kHz.

with the volume of the magnetic components. This

1.26

Δ

(12)

On the other hand, for the six cell multilevel buck
(MBk) the value needed is depicted by:
N Δ

45

(13)

terms of magnetic energy, which is directly related
comparison shows that the best topology is the
multilevel buck converters, because it beneficiates not
only from voltage reduction, but also from frequency
increase if shifted switching strategy is used.
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